


Objective of the lesson
Use Blockly to see if a material conducts

• All of you will:

– Write a program to test to see if a material conducts

• Most of you will:

– Wire up the Codebug and carry out some tests on different 
material

• Some of you will:

– Add scrolling messages or animations
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Go to www.codebug.org.uk

Click on CREATE and then on the Blockly Tab

http://www.codebug.org.uk/






Click the cog next to the Codebug Tick ‘Show Leg Options’. Click APPLY



The legs on the Codebug now become 
Labelled. 
A blue arrow coming in means 
that the leg is an input
A blue arrow coming out means 
that the leg is an output

An input will check to see if something 
is happening. It is a sensor

An output will send electrical current out 

GND stands for Ground. Current always 
returns to here



Click on the blue cog in the block
Tick legs 0 input/outputs

Click on the cog again to apply the changes

You now have control over whether leg 0 is an
Input or an output 



Change leg 0 to be an input.
This will now check to see if 
something is happening

It is going to check to see if it is 
grounded (connected to the ground 
GND leg)



We want it to check and keep on checking forever
We need a forever loop
On a Codebug this is called a repeat while True 
loop



We now need to add the bloc to see if the 
leg 0 is grounded.

If it is we will get it to do something

If it is not we will get it to do something else



If it is grounded it will draw a happy face

If it is not grounded it will draw a sad face

Hold leg 0 and leg GND

You conduct electricity so the happy face 
should display

When you let go the sad face should show

Put different mateials between leg 0 and 
GND to see if they conduct



Challenge

1. Change the pictures to scrolling messages

2. Animate the pictures


